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School Charter Transportation Safety Committee
Recommended Guidelines and Procedures
PREFACE
The motorcoach industry has a commendable safety record supported by historical
crash data. The guidelines and procedures contained herein provide information that
can be used by schools and school districts to put in place a program of contracting for
motorcoach services that will help to ensure safe transportation for school children.
INTRODUCTION
The School Charter Transportation Safety Committee is a multi-agency task force that
was formed in June 2000. The committee’s membership comes from the NC State
Highway Patrol Motor Vehicle Enforcement Section (MVES), the Department of Public
Instruction Transportation Services, DMV School Bus and Traffic Safety Section, Public
School Systems, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, the North Carolina
Motorcoach Association and a public school parent representative.
The Mission of the School Charter Transportation Safety Committee is to formulate
guidelines and procedures to improve education and training that will help to ensure the
safest chartered transportation environment for North Carolina school children.
This document is not intended to prevent qualified companies from providing charter
motorcoach services to public schools or from participating in the qualification
procedures of the various school systems.
This document contains a three-step approach for contracting with providers of
motorcoach transportation. Each step contains a review of Operational, Driver and
Vehicle criteria that schools and school districts can use.
1. Pre-Qualification Background Check
Establish a list of eligible companies that your school or school district will use
for charter bus service by pre-qualifying potential providers. This list should be
updated annually. Public school systems should establish this list centrally so
that individual schools do not have to duplicate efforts of other schools, and so
that motorcoach companies are not asked to provide the same information to
multiple schools that are using the same criteria. Further, school districts may
find it advantageous to join together in a consortium or other working group to
cooperatively establish a regional list of eligible companies. (See Appendix D)
The background check, including a site visit, is an important step, as it pre-
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qualifies companies, based on specific criteria, to transport your students. In a
public school district, a pre-qualification process would be the responsibility of
the superintendent or designee.
2. Contract for a Specific Trip
Based on specific needs of the trip, make sure that the school and the contractor
understand exactly what will be involved and make sure that the contractor meets
all criteria for this trip. Typically this would be the responsibility of the school
principal or designee.
3. Complete a Pre-Trip Checklist at the time of the trip
Make sure that each driver and vehicle meet all criteria immediately before
departure. Typically this would be the responsibility of the school principal or
designee. Motorcoach companies are required to meet many Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Regulations. The company is responsible for ensuring that the
driver completes a thorough pre-trip inspection prior to each trip and is further
required to repair any safety-related defects discovered prior to the trip. The
completion of a pre-trip checklist by school personnel does not relieve the
company of the liability for the mechanical condition of the vehicle.
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BACKGROUND
In contracting with a company for charter motorcoach services, it is important to
understand some basics of the industry of which this company is a member. For instance,
what has to happen for a charter bus company to go into business and what federal or
state licensing, inspection, and insurance requirements apply?
FMCSRs
•

If a vehicle is designed or used to transport more than 8 passengers (including the
driver) for compensation or is designed or used to transport more than 15 passengers,
including the driver, and is not used to transport passengers for compensation, the
motor carrier (that is, the charter motorcoach company), the driver, the vehicle and
the motor carrier’s agents are subject to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations
(FMCSRs). Within these regulations are requirements for Controlled Substance and
Alcohol Testing, Financial Responsibility (minimum levels of insurance), Driver
Qualifications, Driving Rules, Standards for Parts and Accessories of Equipment,
Hours of Service Limitations for Drivers, Requirements for the Maintenance of the
Equipment and Hazardous Material Rules.

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING
• The driver of a bus designed to transport more than 15 passengers including the driver
is subject to Pre-Employment Controlled Substance Testing, Random Controlled
Substance/Alcohol Testing, Post-accident Testing, Reasonable Suspicion Testing,
Return to Duty Testing, and Follow-up Testing. All records are required to be kept
by the carrier. Individual test records are confidential and cannot be released.
INSURANCE
• This same type of vehicle is required to have $5,000,000 dollars of insurance as
evidenced by a form MCS-90B/MCS-82B. These forms are not standardized,
however, the form must contain specific information. This is considered public
information and should be produced for review upon reasonable request by a member
of the public.
US DOT#
• A carrier engaged in interstate commerce (that is, allowed to cross state lines) is
required to be marked with the legal name or trade name of the carrier and the
USDOT number on both sides of the vehicle.
DRIVER QUALIFICATIONS
• A carrier must assure that before he puts a driver on the road driving, the driver is
qualified as evidenced by a complete driver qualification file, which must contain all
required documents, such as the medical certification form. These records are
confidential and cannot be disclosed. A carrier must assure that its drivers do not
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violate the hours of service limitations. The carrier must maintain time records and 6
months of time records must always be on file.
Example: A driver can’t drive more than 10 hours without taking an 8
consecutive hour break. A driver can’t drive after having been on duty 15 hours
(part driving time, part non-driving time) without taking a 8 consecutive hour
break. A driver can’t drive after having been on duty 60 hours in a 7 day period,
or 70 hours in an 8 day period if operating vehicles every day of the week.
NORTH CAROLINA REQUIREMENTS
• A bus company must adhere to North Carolina Motor Vehicle laws in addition to the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations. North Carolina Law requires that a driver
of a bus designed to transport more than 15 passengers including the driver have a
valid Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) with a passenger (P) endorsement. North
Carolina requires that buses be registered properly and that a carrier transporting
passengers for hire must have a for-hire or apportioned license plate.
NON-PROFIT AGENCIES
• Non-Profit Agencies – Non-profit organizations (e.g. churches) are not required to
meet all federal safety compliance standard if they carry only organization members
or if passengers do not pay to ride. If a non-profit organization charges for the use of
its motorcoach or requests a donation, it must meet the federal qualifications
applicable to a commercial motorcoach company and be registered accordingly.
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1. PRE-QUALIFICATION - BACKGROUND CHECK
This section deals with the details of selecting potential charter bus companies for use as
a transportation provider for school activity trips. It assumes that the best practice
involves pre-qualifying companies to be eligible to provide transportation for the school
or school system. The list should be updated annually and the school system’s renewal
policy should be made available to potential transportation providers. This renewal policy
should consider the benefits of adding additional carriers at any time. A sample prequalification checklist is shown in Appendix C.
Timetable
In developing a timetable for the creation and updating of this list, the school system
should establish deadline dates for original applications and for annual updates.
The school system should send out a renewal update reminder to each company currently
on the list. Should a company not respond with updated information, they are to be
removed from the list after a 30-day grace period. It should also be understood that the
school system has the right to update the pre-qualification material at any time.
1.1 OPERATIONAL PRE-QUALIFICATION
A school district should pre-qualify a carrier to provide transportation for its students by
conducting a site visit, conducting external checks and reviewing documents.
1.1.1. Site Visit
During a site visit, each charter company should be asked to discuss a number of issues
that will give the school staff an indication of the company’s operation. School personnel
should conduct an on-site visit of each prospective company, usually after the required
documents have been submitted. It is recommended that photographs be taken of the
maintenance facilities to be kept in the school system’s file for each company.
The site visit should include an examination of required maintenance and inspection
records (either on-site or at a remote maintenance facility). Similarly, the qualifications
of maintenance personnel should be examined. For instance, maintenance personnel
must have documentation that they are certified to perform annual inspections and brake
maintenance. If such documentation does not exist, additional advice from external
experts may be needed. The mechanic should be asked the criteria that are used for
annual inspections and he should be able to explain the process and show the form that is
used.
Inquire about state or national professional associations or emergency aid organizations
of which the company is a member. Such groups might be expected to assist in case of a
breakdown or other complications.
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Discuss the policy on emergencies and breakdowns. Discuss recent breakdowns and how
the company handled these specific situations.
Review the company’s drug and alcohol testing system. The company should be able to
produce quarterly and annual summaries of the previous calendar year’s tests.
Discuss policies on drivers’ hours of service. How does the company ensure that a driver
departing on a long trip has not already been working at another job prior to the trip?
How does the company make sure that the driver is complying with all FMCSRs dealing
with the time worked versus scheduled breaks?
Review the company’s driver qualification files. Note that this may contain confidential
information. However, the carrier should be able to show certain non-confidential
information such as the commercial driver’s license (see Appendix A-6), medical
certificate (Appendix A-7), etc.
Review the company’s accident register as required by the FMCSA (see Appendix A-1).
If the accidents in the register are not corroborated by your online review (see web sites
below) then additional questions should be asked. Note that accidents on the web sites are
listed regardless of fault.
If information or documentation is needed contact:

FMCSA Division Office
Tel (919) 856-4378
Fax (919) 856-4369
310 New Bern Avenue, Rm 468
Raleigh, NC 27601
Or

NCSHP Troop Offices
Troop A
Troop B
Troop C
Troop D
Troop E
Troop F
Troop G
Troop H

(252) 758-5300 Greenville
(910) 486-1058 Fayetteville
(919) 733-3911 Raleigh
(336) 334-5621 Greensboro
(704) 639-7595 Salisbury
(828) 466-5504
Newton
(828) 298-4253 Asheville
(704) 283-8559 Monroe
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1.1.2 External Checks
Check references provided by the company. Ask for a list of at least 10 groups that have
used the company for charter transportation within the past year and contact at least three
of them to ensure that there were no major problems with the service provided. If such
problems are documented, the school system should make sure that a plan is in place to
rectify the situation before placing the company on the approved list.
Check Safety Ratings (Sample shown in Appendix A-2). If the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration (FMCSA) has reviewed a company, their safety rating can be
found on the Internet at www.safersys.org.
•
•
•

www.fmcsa.dot.gov – Contains rules and regulations, general information and links
to carrier information and trade associations.
www.safersys.org – Contains information about interstate registered carriers
(authorized to operate in multiple states) and includes the USDOT Safety Rating.
Carrier ratings can be accessed by company name, US DOT# or MC #.
ai.volpe.dot.gov – Contains information about moving violations and SafeStat score.
The SafeStat score is a snapshot of the carrier’s safety status.

Safety Ratings
Companies on the school system’s list that operate in interstate commerce should have an
acceptable USDOT safety rating. The safety rating is issued following a compliance
review conducted by FMCSA or NCSHP. A copy of the FMCSR Part 385 – Explanation
of Safety Rating – is shown in Appendix B. Note: Carriers are notified of their official
safety rating by FMCSA. You may request a copy of that document (Sample shown in
Appendix A-2)
Satisfactory Safety Rating – Desired rating
Conditional Safety Rating – Lacks some safety management controls. Some inquiries
should be done before accepting a company with a
conditional rating.
Unsatisfactory –

A motor carrier operating a vehicle designed to transport
15 or more passengers that has been issued an
unsatisfactory rating has 45 calendar days to improve its
rating before the carrier is prohibited from operating such
vehicle.

No Rating –

This is not necessarily bad, but the company hasn’t been
evaluated. In order to receive a rating, the company must
request a compliance review from the FMCSA. If the
carrier has no safety rating, the company can be added to
the approved list for a conditional period of one year, with
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the understanding that a safety rating will be obtained prior
to the renewal. This should only be done if the company
meets all other criteria for pre-qualification.
New Entrant Safety Audit -

As of January 2003 each New Motor Carrier entity will be
subject to a “New Entrant Audit” within the first 18 months
of operation. A motor carrier that passes this audit is
considered to be in good standing.

Department of Defense Inspection
Note that an acceptable review is conducted in a Department of Defense (DOD) audit,
rated on a scale of 1 to 5; with 1-3 being acceptable, 4 conditional and 5 unacceptable.
The DOD performs periodic inspections of companies that provide motorcoach
transportation for U.S. military personnel.
1.1.3 Documents to be Submitted
SUBMIT A Certificate of Insurance (See Appendix A-3) in the amount of $5 million on
which the school system (attn: superintendent or designee) is named as an additional
insured. The additional insured will be notified 30 days in advance if the company drops
any coverage. Documentation of all insurance information should be submitted, including
the policy number, the amount of coverage for each vehicle, effective policy dates,
insurance carrier, insurance agent/agency and appropriate telephone numbers. Note: any
vehicle designed to transport more than 15 passengers including the driver must have a
MCS-90 B form (See Appendix A-4) on file showing $5,000,000 public liability
coverage per incident. The proof may be evidenced by more than one MCS-90B
endorsement so long as the total coverage meets the $5 million limit. The $5 million
public liability requirement is consistent with both FMCSA regulations and North
Carolina state law.
SUBMIT Motor Carrier Policies of Insurance for Public Liability (MCS–90B, shown in
Appendix A-4). This is a document required by the FMCSA to show proof of insurance.
The school system can call the telephone number listed on the MCS-90B at any time to
verify that insurance is in force, as this is public information.
SUBMIT Evidence of a USDOT #, which uniquely identifies the company. This number
can be used in the web sites described above to identify the company.
SUBMIT Policy or statement on overbooking and subcontracting, including the list of
companies that are used as subcontractors. NOTE: Any company that is used as a
subcontractor MUST also be on the approved list.
SUBMIT Date of last compliance review and copy of the review, if available.
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SUBMIT Checklist that indicates compliance with the FMCSRs as outlined in Parts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

382 (controlled substance and alcohol testing)
387 (financial responsibility)
390 (general applicability and definitions)
391 (driver qualifications)
392 (driving rules)
393 (parts and accessories)
395 (hours of service)
396 (inspection, repair and maintenance)
397 (general hazardous materials rules)

1.2 DRIVERS
SUBMIT A list of all drivers at the time that documentation is being provided to the
school system, including the date of each driver’s last medical certification and the CDL
expiration date.
SUBMIT Information for Drug and Alcohol Policy –
How many driving positions do you have as per Part 382?
How many drug tests were administered during last calendar year?
How many alcohol tests were administered during last calendar year?
Are you a member of a drug and alcohol-testing consortium?
List company:_______________ Phone:_____________
Note: Each year, FMCSR, Part 382, requires that drug tests be performed
on at least 50% of the average number of driving positions and alcohol
tests be performed on at least 10% of the average number of driving
positions. The ability of a carrier to respond appropriately to these
questions is a good indication that related regulations are being followed.
SUBMIT Statement on how often and on what schedule drivers license or motor vehicle
records (MVR) checks are performed on all drivers. Note: FMCSR Part 391 requires that
MVR checks be performed annually.
1.3 VEHICLES
SUBMIT List of Vehicles, including description, company vehicle unit #, VIN #, license
tag number. Also include the date of the most recent DOT Annual Inspection.
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2. CONTRACT FOR A SPECIFIC TRIP
Once a school has decided to contract with a particular company from the approved list,
what needs to be included in the contract?
At some designated time, typically 7-10 days before the trip, make sure that neither the
contract nor the itinerary has changed. Any changes should be documented.
Make sure that company is aware of the items that the driver will be expected to produce
(see below). Re-verify the company’s insurance coverage by calling the phone number
on the MCS-90B form.
2.1 OPERATIONAL
The contract for a specific trip must contain certain critical pieces of operational
information. The school must be sure that the following items are addressed in the
contract.
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Date of trip, number of passengers, itinerary, total charge for trip. Be sure to include
the mileage. Any trip more than 550 miles should take more than 10 hours and,
therefore, will require more than one driver. However, some trips less than 550 miles
– e.g. in rural or mountainous areas – may require 10 hours or more. The “ten hour
rule” begins for the driver when he begins driving the bus for this trip (i.e. leaving the
bus terminal). Be sure that the contract includes the cost of an extra driver if the
length of the trip requires an additional driver or includes the cost of providing an
appropriate location for the driver to rest.
Name of motor carrier and name of your group
How is the cost of the trip determined? Stipulate whether the charges are hourly,
mileage-based, fixed or other. Be sure to understand any special driver
accommodations, gratuity, or other costs. For trips booked through travel agents or
tour companies, an additional cost may be incurred.
Deposit and refund/cancellation policy; how much at the time of the reservation?
When is final payment due?
Any other costs – taxes, permits, fees
Understand any miscellaneous policies that might affect the group (e.g. carry-on
food/beverage)
In case of emergency who should be contacted? (e.g. if the bus driver or vehicle is not
acceptable, broken down, etc.)

2.2 DRIVERS
The contract for a specific trip must contain certain critical pieces of information
regarding the driver or drivers. The school must be sure that the following items are
addressed in the contract.
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•
•

How many drivers are required? How/when will they be rotated? What are the costs
associated with this?
Length of Trip. Will additional drivers be required to comply with federal hours-ofservice regulations? Contract should specify the number of drivers as well as the
number of vehicles.

2.3 VEHICLES
The contract for a specific trip must contain certain critical pieces of information
regarding the vehicle or vehicles. The school must be sure that the following items are
addressed in the contract.
•
•
•
•

How many vehicles are needed for the trip?
How many total passengers will be on the trip?
How much equipment/luggage (e.g. band equipment) is allowed?
List any specific requirements for vehicles (e.g. handicapped accessible, large
equipment storage, etc.)

3. DEPARTURE CHECKLIST -IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE TRIP BEGINS
When a charter bus arrives to load a group of students for a trip, what things should the
school representative in charge of the trip check?
This should be done privately with the driver, not in front of the group to call attention to
it, but ahead of time to ensure that everything is in place for the trip. Note that the driver
is required to have already completed an official pre-trip inspection by the time he/she
arrives for the trip. The departure checklist is a basic review of driver qualifications and
a “walk around” review of the vehicle’s condition.
3.1 OPERATIONAL
By the time the bus is ready for departure, the company’s qualifications have been
established and most details of the trip should be in place. At this point in time, it is
important to know who to contact in case of emergency - e.g. if the bus driver or vehicle
is not available, not acting right, etc.
3.2 DRIVER
When a driver arrives at the designated location for trip departure, he/she should be
expected to provide the following. The purpose is to ensure that driver has available
hours to make the trip and has had adequate rest.
•

Valid Commercial Drivers License with a P (passenger) endorsement (See Appendix
A-6)
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•
•

Valid Medical Certificate (pocket card) - A medical certificate contains either an
expiration date or date of exam. Either way, the certificate is good for two (2) years.
(See Appendix A-7.)
Driver’s Record of Duty Status (Log Book) – See Appendix A-8. Ask the driver to
show the entry for that day’s pre-trip inspection and the previous day’s activities.

3.3 VEHICLE
The driver must provide certain information on each vehicle that is to be used on the trip.
The purpose of this documentation is to ensure that the vehicle is properly registered and
is in good mechanical condition.
•
•

Check vehicle registration card to ensure that vehicle is authorized to operate in the
states of the trip. Make sure that the license plate and VIN # matches the registration
card.
Copy of the DOT Annual Inspection (either sticker or paper – See Appendix A-5).
Note: these documents indicate the date of inspection, not the date of expiration, and
is valid for one year.

Accompany the driver on a basic walk-around review of the vehicle. (A sample checklist
is provided in Appendix A-9.) Note that the driver is required to have already completed
an official pre-trip inspection by the time he/she arrives for the trip.
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Appendix A-1

Appendix A-2

Appendix A-3

Appendix A-4

Appendix A-5

Appendix A-6

Appendix A-7

Appendix A-8

Appendix A-9
Departure Checklist
OPERATIONAL
Prior to the day of the trip, review the terms of the contract.
Take a copy of the contract on the trip. Note: Emergency
contact name and phone number should be in the contract.
At the time of trip departure, check to make sure that the bus
company that arrives is the one that was contracted for this
trip. If any bus is not from that company, ensure that the
buses assigned are valid subcontractors on the list of prequalified vendors provided by the school system.
Make sure that the proper number of buses and drivers are
present, as stipulated in the contract for the trip.
VEHICLE
Windows/Windshield
Interior Lights
Headlights (high beam/low beam)
Tail lights / Brake lights
Horn
Tires (No Slick Tires!)
Fire extinguisher (charged)
Copy of the Annual Safety Inspection (either sticker or
paper)
DRIVER INFORMATION
Valid Commercial Drivers License with a P (passenger)
endorsement
Valid Medical Certificate (pocket card)
Driver’s Record of Duty Status (Log Book). Ask the driver
if he/she has enough hours remaining to perform the trip.
Vehicle registration card to ensure that vehicle is authorized
to operate in the states of the trip. Make sure that the license
plate and VIN # matches the registration card.

Appendix B
FMCSR Part 385 – Explanation of Safety Ratings

Safety Fitness Procedures Part 385
A motor carrier receives a safety rating when a compliance officer conducts an onsite review of the carrier’s compliance with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Regulations and the Hazardous Materials Regulations.
A compliance review is an on-site examination of the motor carrier’s records and
operations to determine whether the carrier meets the safety fitness standard. A
compliance review is conducted to investigate potential safety violations, investigate
complaints, or is in response to a carrier’s request for a change in safety rating. The
results of the review may result in the initiation of an enforcement action.
The safety rating is identified through calculation of Acute or Critical violations of the
FMCSR or Hazardous Materials Regulations. For each acute violation or pattern of
critical violations, one point is assigned.
Acute are those regulations where noncompliance is so severe that it requires immediate
corrective action. A single instance of an acute violation causes the carrier to be assessed
one point.
Critical are those regulations where noncompliance relates to management or operational
control. A pattern of critical violations of a given regulation results in the assessment of
a point. Note: a pattern is defined as 10% of the records an investigator reviews (e.g.
investigator reviews 100 driver qualification files and discovers 12 violations of the
minimum age requirement - 1 point is assigned).*
The investigator will typically review six areas of a carrier’s operation. These areas are
called factors:
They are:
Factor 1 General
Factor 2 Driver
Factor 3 Operational
Factor 4 Vehicle
Factor 5 Hazmat
Factor 6 Accidents

(Financial responsibility & General Requirements)
(Drug and Alcohol Testing, CDL, & Driver Qualifications)
(Safe Driving and Hours of Service)
(Parts & Accessories; Inspection, Repair & Maintenance)
(Handling, Parking & Driving)
(Recordable Accidents)

*Each point assessed for hours of service violations are automatically doubled.

Safety Fitness Procedures Part 385 (cont’d)
Each factor is assigned a rating based on the number of points assigned for the violations
within that factor. One point equals a factor rating of conditional, two points in a factor
equals a factor rating of unsatisfactory.
Using these individual factor ratings, the investigator will then determine the carrier’s
overall rating based on the table shown below.

Motor Carrier Safety Rating Table
Factor Ratings
Unsatisfactory
0

Overall Safety Ruling
Conditional
2 or less

Overall Safety Rating
Satisfactory

0

More than 2

Conditional

1

2 or less

Conditional

1

More than 2

Unsatisfactory

0 or more

Unsatisfactory

2 or more

The overall safety ratings carry the following meanings:
Satisfactory: A motor carrier has in place and functioning adequate safety
management controls to meet the safety fitness standards.
Conditional: A motor carrier does not have adequate safety management controls
in place to ensure compliance with the safety fitness standard that would result
potential violations.
Unsatisfactory: A motor carrier does not have adquate safety management
controls in place to ensure compliance with the safety fitness standards that has
resulted in violations.

DOT Compliance Workshop
Version 09/05/00

Appendix C
Application to Provide Charter Bus Service
Pre-Qualification Checklist
A motor carrier seeking to be approved for use by the _________________Schools is
requested to answer the following questions and submit the following documentation.
Company Name:

________________________________

Contact Person:

________________________________

Address:

________________________________
________________________________

Phone Number:

________________________________

Fax Number:

________________________________

E-Mail:

________________________________

Emergency Contact(s): _______________________________
Emergency Phone(s): _______________________________
Site Visit. Discussion Items (Do not submit information with this checklist.)
Maintenance – On-site/Off-site, personnel qualifications, inspections
State or national professional associations or emergency aid organization membership
Policy on emergencies and breakdowns; discuss recent breakdowns
Policies on drivers’ hours of service.
Review accident register
Drug and Alcohol Testing
Driver Qualifications Files

Documents to be Submitted with Application
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Certificate of Insurance in the amount of $5 million (minimum) on which the school system (attn:
superintendent or designee) is named as an additional insured.
Motor Carrier Policies of Insurance for Public Liability - MCS–90B
Evidence of a USDOT # (MCS-150, FMCSA Letter, etc)
Policy or statement on overbooking and subcontracting, including the list of companies that are used as
subcontractors. NOTE: Any company that is used as a subcontractor MUST also be on this school
system’s approved list.
Date of last compliance review (Safety Rating) and copy of the review, if available. Or, include
Department of Defense (DOD) Certification if applicable.
Statement on how often and on what schedule drivers license or motor vehicle records (MVR) checks
are performed on all drivers.
List of Vehicles, including description, company vehicle unit #, VIN #, license tag number with date of
last annual inspection..
List of all current drivers, including the date of each driver’s last medical certification and the CDL
expiration date.
Drug and Alcohol Testing Policy.

By each signature, I certify that __________________________ (company name) meets
all regulations required in the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations.
FMCSR

Authorized Signature

•

Part 382 (controlled substance and alcohol testing)

_______________________

•

Part 387 (financial responsibility)

_______________________

•

Part 390 (general applicability and definitions)

_______________________

•

Part 391 (driver qualifications)

_______________________

•

Part 392 (driving rules)

_______________________

•

Part 393 (parts and accessories)

_______________________

•

Part 395 (hours of service)

_______________________

•

Part 396 (inspection, repair and maintenance)

_______________________

•

Part 397 (general hazardous materials rules)

_______________________

Information for Drug and Alcohol Policy
How many driving positions do you have as per Part 382?
How many drug tests were administered during last calendar year?
How many alcohol tests were administered during last calendar year?
Are you a member of a consortium? _____
List company:_______________ Phone:_____________

I hereby certify that all information contained in this document and all required
documents attached to this document are factual and correct.
Authorized company representative
Name (print or type): ____________________________
Title (print or type): ____________________________
Signature:
____________________________
Date:
____________________________

_____
_____
_____

Appendix D
Model for Regional Cooperation for Site Visits and Central List
1. Getting Commitment/Involvement from LEAs
• The schools need Superintendent involvement and directive to participate.
The Superintendent should appoint a representative to the consortium.
• Group from an established organization (e.g. NCPTA, NCASA, NCSBA,
NCASBO, etc.) may provide an existing umbrella under which such a
regional consortium can be formulated.
2. Who needs to be involved in the regional consortium?
• Each participating LEA should have a representative, appointed by the
Superintendent, in the consortium.
•

Within the consortium, it is desirable to have a diverse group, which may
include:
• Representatives familiar with guidelines
• Representatives familiar with mechanical vehicle operations
• Representatives familiar with motorcoach industry practices
• Representatives familiar with school-based administration
• Representatives familiar with procurement
• Site visits should be conducted by a diverse team of at least three members
of the consortium.
• Establish relationships with FMCSA and DMV Enforcement for technical
assistance.

3. What documents are needed?
• Standard site visit checklist used by all members of that consortium.
(Ideally, other consortia would use the same checklist.)
• Standard packet of information to be provided by carrier to any LEA in the
consortium, as indicated in the Guidelines.
(Ideally, if a carrier provides information to a central repository for the
consortium, only specific insurance, vehicle information and the sign-off page
need to be supplied to individual LEAs.)
4. Timeline and Continuing Follow-up
• The consortium should establish when site visits will take place and how
renewals will be done. Carriers that have been disapproved for the list would
not be re-evaluated again until the following year.
5. Education
• The consortium should provide outreach to school-based staff regarding
guidelines and local policies.

